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With Supreme Oil Company, Stratas Foods Enters "Culinology" Space
Tuesday, March 21, 2017 9:10 AM

In the five months since Stratas Foods, our 50-50 JV with Associated British Foods, acquired Supreme Oil
Company, they’ve been working through the usual integration steps to get acclimated to each other’s
businesses and systems. Supreme has switched to Stratas’ computer systems and begun using Stratas’
infrastructure in areas such as Procurement, Finance, Transportation, Warehousing and IT. Stratas has
benefited from Supreme’s geographic access, product lines and formulation expertise—which would have taken
significant time and expense to develop independently—almost immediately. But it is the space between these
two businesses that has our friends at Stratas so excited.
 
“We now have the opportunity to morph into the ‘culinology’ space—where
technology and culinary meet,” said David Tillman, vp of Sales and Marketing for
Stratas. “Being central in a customer’s oil space is great because it gets you a big
seat at their table. But what we learned was that key customers only viewed us a
food technology supplier inside the confines of oils and shortenings. Our new
Supreme business gives us a culinary dimension, which if we combine with our
existing food technology expertise, brings some exciting opportunities for our
business.”
 
The culinary side that Supreme brings to Stratas includes condiments like
mayonnaise, sauces and salad dressings. It is a space adjacent to Stratas’ legacy
portfolio and one that colleagues say comes with opportunities for creating full-menu
items and adding value to the oil trucks already in route to customers.
 
Tillman explained, “Where we do well—in the foodservice and retail industries
—everyone who is buying oils is also buying condiments. Before, our products were
used only behind the scenes or as base ingredients. Supreme gives us an opening to
the center of the plate, and gets us in a position to be closer and more valuable to
our customers.”
 
Their theory is already becoming reality. Earlier this year, Stratas worked with
Supreme’s corporate chef and utilized their culinary kitchen—a new facility equipped
with the tools, ingredients and equipment found in a typical restaurant (pictured at
right)—to pitch 10 new product options to a large foodservice chain. During the
session, the colleagues and customer generated new sauce and sandwich concepts,
which were then created and cooked on the spot for the customer to taste and
review. This session was one of the first uses of what Stratas expects to become a
new value-added tool.
 
“Our customers want to partner with suppliers that share their passion for food,” said
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Tillman. “We’re looking forward to demonstrating that more alongside our new
Supreme team.”
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